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Cosmic inflation and the search for primordial gravitational waves

Credit: the New Scientist

Inflation key observable
r = T/S
Simplest inflation models → r ≳ 0.001 ⇒ Study r = 0 and r = 0.003

Gravitational waves → 
B-mode polarization pattern

From inflation to B-modes
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Polarization E- and B-modes power spectra

arXiv:1902.10541 [astro-ph.IM]

Polarization patterns

Credit: Sky & Telescope

   
   

 

Planck sensitiv
ity

= Targeted signal!

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.10541
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Polarization E- and B-modes power spectra

arXiv:1902.10541 [astro-ph.IM]

Credit: ESA

CMB lensing

Planck sensitiv
ity

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.10541
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Polarization E- and B-modes power spectra

arXiv:1902.10541 [astro-ph.IM]

Total B modes: 
Large contribution 
from foregrounds!

Planck sensitiv
ity

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.10541


Sources of contamination: Polarized foregrounds

Our own Galaxy 
also emits in the 
CMB observations  
range!

Foregrounds

Credit: F. Bouchet
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● Most sensitive instrument proposed for the next generation of space missions

e.g.: It would take ~10000 Planck years to reach PICO’s sensitivity!

● Large frequency range and high sensitivity, which can only be achieved with space missions

PICO: Probe of Inflation and Cosmic Origins

CMB space missions:
Polarization

Planck Litebird PICO

Noise sensitivity [μK.arcmin] 52 2.16 0.61

Frequency range [GHz] 30 — 353 34 — 448 21 — 799

Angular resolution [arcmin] 30 — 4.9 70.5 — 17.9 38.4  — 1.1

Table: CMB space missions sensitivity, frequency and angular resolution range
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24 x better 3.5 x better

Large 
frequency 
range, high 
sensitivity, 
high 
resolution



Foregrounds are orders of magnitude above the inflationary signal!

Large range of frequencies to remove and better characterize the foregrounds:      
PICO: 21 GHz to 799 GHz

Goal: Assess whether PICO can achieve foreground cleaning such that the level of 
constraint on r can be attained

Foregrounds dominate the inflationary signal!

JCAP 06 (2023) 034

B-mode power spectra 
for 46% of the sky
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PICO r goal: 
if r = 0, 5𝜎 confidence level for r < 5 x 10-4

5𝜎 detection for r = 5 x 10-4
Foregrounds 
dominate for 
all frequency 
bands !!!!

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2023/06/034


Component separation: Blind method: NILC: Needlet Internal Linear Combination 
A&A 493, 835-857 (2009)

Methodology: How to obtain CMB B mode maps?
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CMB lensed B mode map

CMB delensed B mode map 

Delensing: Optimal method: Iterative lensing reconstruction on map-level               
Sebastian Belkner et al 2024 ApJ 964 148

https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/abs/2009/03/aa10514-08/aa10514-08.html
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/ad2351


Results: PICO r constraints for different sky models
 r = 0 and r = 0.003 after 73% delensing

● r = 0 after 73% delensing

 Why is it biased for the Multi-Layer Dust?
→ Foreground residuals
→ Full sky: some patches of sky more contaminated than others → Multipatch analysis

Sky model r = 0: r95% r = 0.003: [r ± 𝜎(r)]

Planck Baseline: dust + sync 2.6 x 10-4 (3.15 ± 0.16)  x 10-3

Two component dust model + 
sync + AME

1.5 x 10-4 (3.09 ± 0.13)  x 10-3

Physical Dust + sync + AME 1.3 x 10-4 (3.09 ± 0.11)  x 10-3

Tigress MHD simulation (dust, 
sync) + AME 

2.7 x 10-4 (3.09 ± 0.11)  x 10-3

Multi-Layer Dust + sync + AME 13.2 x 10-4 (3.93 ± 0.32)  x 10-3     
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r = 0.003
Recover input r 
value with 
~ 20𝜎 
confidence
→Strongest for 
any proposed 
instrument

⇒ 3𝜎 bias

JCAP 06 (2023) 034

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2023/06/034


● MultiLayer sky model: Biased estimation of r
● Mitigation of the bias → compare independent 

constraints on r from independent sections of the sky
 

555GHz: frequency channel close to CMB 
channels and dominated by dust

The bias comes from the areas of sky with 
high polarized intensity from dust.

If we estimate r on the patches which are 
least contaminated by dust, r estimation is 
no longer biased for r= 0. What about r = 
0.003?

Equal area sky sections with fsky = 2.5%

● Dust → Bias
● Tracer of dust: 555 GHz
● Least contaminated 

patches:
For r = 0, r95% = 1.9x10-3 
(magenta) r95% = 1.6x10-3 

(orange)95% confidence limits for r = 0 and r = 0.003 per patch
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JCAP 06 (2023) 034

⇒ Need a space mission with high sensitivity

Multipatch analysis

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2023/06/034


My current project
● Published results assume white noise and uniform coverage
● Goal: Assess the effect of 1/f noise and realistic noise sky coverage
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1/f vs white noise

PICO focal plane

Time-Ordered Data 
with 1/f: 20 mHz

Spin + precession scan strategyParameters of the mission
● 5 years
● 90% detector operability
● 95% survey efficiency

l 

 

B-mode power spectra at 155 GHz

ClBB[𝜇KCMB
2] 

 

Hits map at 155 GHz



Conclusion: PICO’s capabilities

Foregrounds are a major issue in current CMB observations!

For ⅘ sky models:

● if r = 0, rule out simplest models of inflation
● if r = 0.003, detected with confidence levels ~ 20𝜎 after 5 years of mission 

High complexity sky model: mitigation of bias

⇒ Strongest upper limits and detection predicted for any instrument

⇒ Need of a space mission to do this with a large frequency range, high resolution and 
high sensitivity as PICO!

Current work: assess the impact of a more realistic noise on r constraints
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ANNEX
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PICO mission parameters
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 PICO focal plane
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 NILC component separation method

Blind method: No assumption on the spectral dependence of the foregrounds

Use statistical independence between emission of different physical origins
Q, U almE, almB

Combine each 
CMB B mode 
map for each 
scale
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Impact of the low and high frequency channels on r constraint
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Foreground models part 1
Based on Planck 
353/WMAP 23 GHz Q, 
U maps obtained 
within the Commander 
framework
Added Gaussian 
fluctuations at l > 69
lmax = 1500

2 component dust 
model: combination of 
Planck and 
DIRBE/IRAS data + 
synchrotron with 
curvature term to the 
frequency scaling + 
AME component
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Foreground models part 2
Same as MBB except 
for dust model: based 
on physical model of 
interstellar grains with 
a distribution of sizes 
and temperatures

Based on TIGRESS 
MHD simulations → 
only dust and 
synchrotron
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Foreground models part 3

Introduces frequency 
decorrelation

If parameters 
describing the 
frequency scaling of 
dust emission varies 
across the sky, they 
must also vary align 
the LOS → LOS 
frequency 
decorrelation
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Input map → NILC CMB B mode map and Residuals
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Why 73% delensing?

With post component separation noise power spectra, use forecasting approach to 
obtain expected delensed level of the lensing B-mode spectrum

Compute iteratively the quadratic estimator-based lensing noise and then the B mode 
power spectra after delensing with the associated lensing map 

with as the delensing factor
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Survey strategy + 1/f noise
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How to generate 1/f noise?

We generate a realization of 
the noise first in Fourier 
space by drawing a vector of 
random complex numbers. 
scale them with the noise 
model and inverse FFT to get 
a noise realization

Noise spectral density
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Conclusion
PICO: 21 frequency bands and for ⅘ sky models:

● if r = 0, r < [1.3x10-4, 2.4x10-4], with 95% confidence levels → this would rule out 
simplest models of inflation that predict r ≃0.001

● if r = 0.003, detected with confidence levels ~ 20𝜎 after 5 years of mission 

For high complexity model, mitigation of bias if aggregation of low dust regions → 

● If r = 0, r < 1.6x10-4 with 95% confidence level 

⇒ Strongest upper limits and detection predicted for any instrument

⇒ Need of a space mission to do this with a large frequency range and high sensitivity as 
PICO!
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● Even with this high sensitivity, contamination due to foregrounds!
● Foregrounds in polarization:

Dust

Synchrotron

Anomalous microwave emission (AME)
Correlated with thermal dust emission

Polarization not measured yet but predicted and modeled

 in the sky models to 2%

Sources of contamination: Polarized foregrounds and CMB lensing

Credit: PASIPHAE

Credit: J. Aumont
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